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Abstract: Various authors have recently expressed doubts about the public relevance of philosophy.
These doubts target both academic philosophy in general and particular subfields of philosophy. This
paper investigates whether these doubts are justified through two tests in which the lack of public
relevance of a philosophical paper is operationalized as the degree to which that paper is isolated.
Both tests suggest that academic philosophy in general is more isolated from the broader public than
it should be, and confirm the hypothesis that some subfields of philosophy are more isolated than
others. We argue that this lack of public relevance is caused by the incentive structure of academic
philosophy and propose a range of individual-level and incentive-level solutions.
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1. Introduction
In Philosophy Inside Out, Philip Kitcher (2011, p. 248) asks his readers to imagine a world in which
professional pianists have moved from performing traditional repertoire to only technically difficult
etudes. In such a world where Beethoven’s last sonata would have to make place for ‘Quadruple
Tremolo 41,’ professional musicians only play for other professionals and not for a broad audience
that prefers esthetically pleasing works.
The point of Kitcher’s imaginary scenario is to critique philosophy; at least some of the work currently
generated by professional philosophers is highly technical and of little significance to the broader
public that could benefit from philosophical thinking. Many other philosophers have made similar
points. Comparing contemporary philosophy to thinking about obscure variants of chess – called
Chmess – Dennett (2006, p. 36) writes that 'many projects in contemporary philosophy are artifactual
puzzles of no abiding significance.'
Of course, not all philosophical research is just a matter of solving artifactual puzzles. The authors
mentioned above, however, worry that too much of current academic philosophy is simply irrelevant
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to people who are not professional philosophers. In this paper, we address this worry and present
empirical evidence that leads us to conclude that current academic philosophy is indeed less publicly
relevant than it should be. Given this conclusion, we propose various individual-level and incentivelevel solutions to increase the level of publicly relevant academic philosophy.
To be clear from the start, however, we readily recognize that even philosophical research that is only
relevant to other professional philosophers can be interesting, valuable, and of high quality. However,
philosophical research is typically state funded and state funds are scarce. There are innumerable
other valuable ends, both in academic research and more generally, that could be financially
supported. Hence some criteria are needed to select from all the interesting (philosophical) research
topics, those that should be pursued with public funding. We believe it is evident that all philosophical
research that is publicly funded, should also be relevant – in some way, at some time – to the public
that is funding it. Even for the blue-sky fundamental research that will always be needed in any
discipline, the justification for using public funds on such research must lie in the possible relevance
down the line, and we should not be too quick in assuming that this will be the case. Especially in
philosophy, it is hard to find many examples of research results that were not yet publicly relevant at
the time but became highly relevant at a later stage.
In talking about public relevance, we explicitly want to resist two opposing tendencies. On the one
hand, there are those who believe the only possible value of academic research lies in its practical
applications or in the economic return on investment. Especially in a North American context,
academics will be keenly aware of political proposals that rely on this narrow instrumentalist view to
defund research in the humanities. Surely, however, philosophical research can be relevant to the
public in ways that are not of such immediate practical nature. For example, we believe a paper like
this one, that discusses the optimal use of state funds and suggests ways of improving on the current
distribution, is publicly relevant as well.
On the other hand, however, there are also those who believe all philosophical research is intrinsically
valuable and that no further questions should be asked about the use of public funds to support this
research. Sassower (2018, p. 66), for example, writes that:
“Given the neoliberal pressures of the economy and the political climate that accompanies
these pressures, the academy could be seen, just like monasteries of yesteryear, as a refuge.
[...] The luxury of pursuing one’s heart’s desire, remaining curious and imaginative, and
following a seemingly esoteric research program for the love of it should be publicly supported
and maintained within the academy.”
We disagree. Philosophical research might indeed be intrinsically valuable to a philosopher, just like
plane spotting might be intrinsically valuable to a plane spotter. Yet no one believes public funds
should be used to support someone’s plane spotting hobby. Philosophical research is different from
plane spotting because it can be publicly relevant and deserving of public funding. The question is,
however, to what extent this is the case for current academic research in philosophy.
In the next section, we start this paper off by defining publicly relevant research projects as those
projects that would receive funding given an ideal democratic deliberation, in the sense of Kitcher
(2001). We then use the notion of isolation to operationalize this ideal. Building on this
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operationalization, we empirically test (1) the public relevance of philosophy in general and (2) the
difference in public relevance between three subfields of philosophy. We do this because some of the
authors that criticize philosophy’s lack of public relevance also claim that some areas of philosophy
are less publicly relevant than other areas. More precisely, Kitcher (2011) claims that two kinds of
philosophy are often more publicly relevant: philosophy that engages with other fields of science –
call it Philosophy of Science (PoS) – and philosophy involved with identifying and understanding what
we value – call it Value Theory (VT). Kitcher argues that these subfields produce publicly relevant work
more often than the subfield that could be called LEMM – philosophy of language, epistemology,
philosophy of mind and metaphysics. Section 3 presents two empirical tests – one using altmetric data
of philosophical journal papers, and one using the abstracts of philosophical journal papers – to test
the hypothesis that a significant portion of current academic philosophy is isolated from the broader
public and that this is especially the case for LEMM.
Based on the results of these tests, section 4 argues that the current incentive structure in academic
philosophy plays an important role in fostering research that is isolated from the broader public. In
sections 5 and 6, we lay out several individual and incentive-level proposals that could increase the
level of publicly relevant work in philosophy.

2. Funding, isolation, public relevance
Philosophical research is expensive and typically state funded. To give a sense of just how expensive
it is, consider that at our home institution, publicly funded philosophical research cost €34.2 million
between 2015 and 2020, totaling up to nearly €240,000 per full-time tenured researcher per year. As
a large part of this funding was spent on hiring junior staff, we could also include the opportunity cost
of these researchers’ time and the fact that society has invested a lot already in the subsidized
education of these professional philosophers.1 If we extrapolate these numbers to other institutions
and countries, we can safely assume that an enormous amount of public money is spent on
philosophical research.
Given the scarcity of this public money, it would be unjust if it were put to use by any one philosopher
simply to support ‘the luxury of pursuing one’s heart’s desire’ if the resulting research is only relevant
to that philosopher or to a handful of like-minded professionals. Instead, resources of public origin
should be used to support research that is also relevant in some way to the public. In fact, there is an
even closer connection between the notions of public relevance and public funding. A good measure
of which research projects are relevant to the public is whether they would receive public funding
through a hypothetical ideal democratic deliberation, as envisioned by Kitcher (2001). In such an ideal
democratic deliberation, well-informed deliberators that represent the interests of different segments
of society decide which research topics we should pursue. Importantly, these deliberators take into
account not just their own interests but also those of others now and in the future. If such ideal
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This includes only 30% of the philosophers’ salaries, as they typically also have other duties. See supplementary
materials (Online resources, A) for a full breakdown of the costs into various components.
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deliberation, in which all of society is appropriately represented, were to allocate funding to a research
proposal, it would seem that that research is by definition publicly relevant.
Kitcher’s ideal, which he introduces as a measure to evaluate science’s actual research agenda, has
been challenged on various grounds. Most relevant to the purposes of this paper is that it provides
insufficient guidance in actually setting academia’s research agenda. That is, it is very difficult to
predict what the outcome – in terms of selected research projects – of Kitcher’s idealized procedure
would be (Philippi 2019). This is due to the complexity of taking into account the preferences of all
current and future groups of people represented in the deliberation, the innumerable possible
research projects, the different amounts of funding these projects can get, and the incomparability of
research problems from different fields. Indeed, given the multiplicity of relevant epistemic and nonepistemic values and the trade-offs between them, this outcome is probably vastly underdetermined
by Kitcher’s ideal.
While we acknowledge that Kitcher’s ideal does not determine which research projects to fund, we
believe that it does have negative heuristic value. Even if it is hard to tell which research projects
should be funded, it may sometimes be possible to estimate with some certainty which research
projects would definitely not be funded. Consider Dennett’s (2006) example of research questions
about various possible variations on chess: What, for example, is the quickest possible mate in nocastling chess if white can only move the queen after black has moved its dark-squared bishop twice?2
If research funding were to be allocated based on an idealized democratic procedure, it is quite certain
no money would be set aside to answer ‘Chmess-questions’ like this. Using Kitcher’s ideal, then, it is
possible to say of at least some research projects that they would probably not make the cut.
Even though Chmess-questions are perhaps only uncontroversial as examples of research topics that
should not get funding because they are not actually competing, it can still be fruitful to consider why
such questions would not make the cut. We believe that funding would not be allocated to such
research topics because they are too isolated: they have very little or no impact beyond the research
topic itself, and thus cannot benefit society or a substantial proportion of its members now or in the
foreseeable future. Because an idealized democratic deliberation process would presumably only
select research projects that at least some part of society would find interesting or could benefit from,
isolated projects would not be selected.
Hence one way of operationalizing the negative heuristic value of Kitcher’s idealized deliberation is to
consider the extent to which research projects are isolated. In the case of philosophical research, this
means that research topics are isolated when they are unlikely to affect anyone outside of one’s own
philosophical research community, and would therefore be unlikely to be awarded funding if the
decision was based on an idealized democratic process. Because of the underdetermination problem,
this operationalization is purely negative: ‘isolation’ serves to identify philosophical research that
would probably not be funded but is no direct indication of the type of research that should be funded.
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Rather unfortunately for Dennett's example, Google’s DeepMind and former world champion Vladimir Kramnik
recently investigated various chess variants to find a way of decreasing the importance of opening preparation
in chess (Tomašev et al. 2020). Note however, in defense of Dennett, that this was research on the problem of
opening preparation and not research on these chess variants for the sake of figuring out these puzzles.
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‘Isolation’ is of course a vague term, as philosophical research can be isolated from various audiences.
Most importantly, it can be isolated from other philosophers and academics, or isolated from
members of the non-academic public such as lay people, policy makers, and various organizations.
This corresponds to the reverse fact that research can be publicly relevant directly – by virtue of its
impact on a non-academic audience – or indirectly – by virtue of its impact on other academics,
resulting in downstream relevance for a non-academic audience. Other studies have already looked
at the extent to which various philosophical research topics and philosophical subfields are isolated
from other philosophical research and from academia more generally (e.g., Higgins & Smith 2013;
McLevey et al. 2018). Most relevantly, Chi & Conix (2021) show that research in philosophy of
language, epistemology, philosophy of mind and metaphysics (LEMM) is more isolated from other
academic fields than research in philosophy of science (PoS) and value theory (VT). For example, for
the research topics tested in that paper, less than 8% of the citations of LEMM papers came from
outside of philosophy, while for VT this was 40% and for PoS even more than 60%. Similar results were
found for the average number of citations from outside philosophy and for the reference lists of those
papers. We will assume that these results hold and will focus here solely on direct public relevance.
That is to say, we will only measure the extent to which philosophical research is isolated from a
broader non-academic public.3 We turn to these measurements in the next section.

3. Measuring the isolation of academic philosophy
A major advantage of cashing out lack of public relevance as isolation, is that isolation is easier to
operationalize: we simply have to look at the connections between philosophical research and society
at large. In this sense, research that results in popular books is publicly relevant, as is research that
deals with questions that the public values. This section investigates the isolation of academic
philosophy through two tests. The aim of these tests is to investigate the hypotheses (1) that highly
isolated work is common in philosophy and (2) that LEMM tends to be more isolated than PoS and VT.
Before we discuss these tests, we need to be more precise about the notion of isolation. There are
two types of connections between philosophical research and a broad, non-academic audience that
are relevant here. First, the topic of the research can be one that is also of interest to those outside of
academia. In this sense, research is isolated if it focuses on a topic that is only of interest to one’s own
research community. Papers primarily devoted to meta-discourse, such as work on the state of the
field or the compatibility of two positions, are prime examples of this. We will use the term ‘content
isolation’ to refer to this type of isolation from society. Second, research can be connected to a broad
audience by virtue of actually reaching that audience, for example when philosophical books are read
by laypeople. Conversely, research may be isolated because it does not reach people beyond the
research community it stems from, for example because they cannot access the papers or because
these papers are written in a way that makes them hard to read for laypeople. We will refer to such
societal isolation as ‘uptake isolation.’
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This means that in the rest of this paper our negative conclusions about the public relevance of academic
philosophy are conditional upon this caveat that we are only discussing the extent to which philosophy is isolated
from a broader non-academic audience.
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To make sure we capture both content isolation and uptake isolation, we used two different methods
for testing our hypotheses: we rated journal abstracts for the content isolation of the presented
research, and we analyzed altmetrics (e.g. social media mentions, news outlet mentions) to evaluate
the uptake isolation of philosophical papers. We present each of these tests in turn.

3.1.

Test 1: Content isolation based on journal paper abstracts

Journal papers are arguably the main output of philosophical research. If philosophical research
typically focuses on topics or questions that are relevant to a broad, non-academic audience, this
would be expected to show in the content of the papers that result from that research. We therefore
evaluated the abstracts of papers in LEMM, PoS and VT to evaluate and compare their content
isolation.
Methods
We selected the most cited articles from five top journals in LEMM, five top journals in VT, and five
top journals in PoS for each year between 2009 and 2019. We chose top cited papers because these
are likely to reflect the kind of work that philosophers value. Journals were chosen on the basis of
Leiter polls for LEMM and VT, and on the basis of impact factor for PoS.4 This amounted to 328 papers,
the abstracts of which were scored independently as ‘content-isolated’ or ‘not content-isolated.’ The
abstract of a paper was scored as ‘not content-isolated’ if at least one of the two following conditions
was met:
-

The authors aim to answer a question, resolve a problem or address an issue that is recognized
as such by some people outside of academia.
If the claims of the authors would be accepted as true by people outside of academia, this
would most likely have an effect on the behavior of these people.

The first criterion aims to capture whether the research in question deals with something that people
outside of academia care about. For example, a general paper on whether people have free will might
score as relevant here, while a paper on the counter-examples to one particular argument against one
particular view on free will might not. The second criterion aims to capture whether the research in
question could lead to changes that are relevant to the lay public. For example, a paper that suggests
policy-changes to solve a concrete problem would be rated as relevant on the basis of this criterion.
Abstracts were scored as content-isolated if neither of these conditions was met.5
Because the rating criteria for relevance are inevitably vague and leave room for interpretation, all
abstracts were rated by two of the authors of this paper as well as five other philosophers with
different specializations. This way, we avoid that the results reflect the biases of one particular
philosophical discipline or one particular interpretation of the rating criteria. To avoid that abstracts
would be rated as ‘content-isolated’ simply because they are hard to understand or use specialized
terminology, all raters were professional philosophers (PhD-student or Postdoc) used to reading
academic journal papers. While the use of philosophical raters may lead to a bias in favour of
4
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See Supplementary materials, section B, for more details on the selection of journals and papers.
For more information on the rating criteria, see supplementary materials, section C.
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philosophy’s relevance, we preferred this over the bias against philosophy’s relevance that would be
inevitable if lay people not used to reading philosophy and its jargon would rate the abstracts.
Results
There was fair agreement between the seven raters (Fleiss kappa = 0.36, p < 0.001). Summing the
seven ratings, we derived a score between 0 and 7 for each of the abstracts as a measure for isolation
(and, inversely, relevance). There was a significant difference between PoS and VT, and between
LEMM and VT, but not between PoS and LEMM.6 These differences are also clearly illustrated by the
proportion of abstracts in each of the three categories that raters found unanimously content-isolated
or not content-isolated: while about 60% of all abstracts in PoS and LEMM were rated as isolated by
all raters, only 9% percent of all VT abstracts were unanimously considered isolated (see table X).

Table 1:Differences between LEMM, PoS and VT with respect to content isolation as rated by 7 raters.

mean number of raters % of abstracts % of abstracts
to rate an abstract 'not rated ‘isolated’ by rated ‘isolated’ by
isolated'
no rater
all raters

LEMM

0.82

0%

61%

PoS

0.88

0%

57%

VT

3.44

12%

9%

These results clearly confirm our hypothesis that LEMM is more content isolated than VT. Contrary to
our hypothesis, however, papers in PoS journals only scored marginally better than papers in LEMM
journals for isolation. Thus, these results diverge from other research that focused on indirect isolation
of philosophical research, i.e. between philosophy and other academic audiences (Chi & Conix 2021).
According to that research, research topics in PoS are substantially less isolated from other
philosophical work and other research fields than topics in LEMM, and somewhat less isolated than
topics in VT. The results of test 1 show that even if PoS papers are highly connected to other fields of
academia, they are just as content isolated from the broader public as LEMM.

6

A Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there are significant differences (p < 0.001) between LEMM, PoS and VT for
these scores. A further Wicoxon rank sum test with continuity correction revealed a significant difference
between PoS and VT, and between LEMM and VT (both p < 0.001).
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3.2.

Test 2: Uptake isolation based on PlumX metrics

To complement the first test with a test for uptake isolation, we also analyzed altmetric data of
philosophical journal articles. Altmetric measures include data from social media, blog posts, news
outlets and other online venues. As such, they provide a direct way of measuring uptake-isolation and
the impact of research beyond academia (Bornmann 2015; Moed 2017). Another advantage of these
metrics is that they can be processed automatically and thus allow us to use a larger sample than for
test 1.
Methods
This test takes philosophical research topics as the unit of analysis. These topics are groups of
documents with a single, narrow intellectual focus and produced by communities of around a hundred
researchers (Klavans & Boyack 2017). Examples of such research topics include 'the nature of models,'
'moral expressivism' and 'truthmakers.' For the selection and identification of philosophical research
topics, we relied on the work of Chi and Conix (2021), who recently compared the academic isolation
of PoS, VT and LEMM by comparing citation and reference metrics of 6 PoS research topics, 6 VT topics
and 5 LEMM topics. These research topics total 2,369 articles published between 2000 and 2017 and
indexed in both Clarivate's Web of Science and PhilPapers (see Online resources, D). We chose this
data period to allow all papers to have at least three years to accumulate citations in line with previous
discussions on effective citation windows (Adams 2005; Chi 2016; Glänzel 2008; Wang 2013). By using
the same research topics as Chi and Conix (2021) for the altmetric analysis, we can compare the results
for uptake isolation with their results for philosophy's isolation from other academic fields.
For the altmetric measures we rely on data from Plum Analytics7, which provides insight into the ways
people interact with individual pieces of research through five types of metrics: Usage, Captures,
Mentions, Social Media, and Citations. Because we are only interested in the extent to which
philosophical research reaches a non-academic audience, this study only relies on the Mentions and
Social Media categories. The former includes blogs and online news outlets, the latter Twitter and
Facebook (further details on these two metric categories are provided in Online resources, E).
As noted above, we hypothesized that (1) philosophical research is highly isolated and (2) that
philosophical research in LEMM is more isolated than research in PoS and VT. Before testing these
hypotheses we had to ensure that the two altmetric indicators that we use (i.e. Mentions and Social
Media) do not simply track academic uptake. To enable comparison between academic uptake of
journal papers and the uptake of these papers beyond academia, we also included journal paper
citation metrics from PlumX. Thus we downloaded the PlumX Metrics for 2,215 articles using
pybliometrics, a Python wrapper for the Scopus API (Rose and Kitchin 2019).8 Note that all altmetric
research face the challenge of the low presence and density of social media altmetric counts among
scientiﬁc publications, as reported in previous studies (Peters et al. 2017; Zahedi et al. 2014). Because
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this study has 154 papers less than that in Chi and Conix’ (2021), as not all papers from the latter are indexed in
Scopus.
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of this high sparseness of the PlumX indicators we use (see Table 1), we aggregate the various
indicators for each of the categories (Social Media and Mentions).

Table 2:The frequency of papers without any recorded values for the various PlumX altmetrics (2000-2017)

Category
Social Media

Mentions

Metric
Tweets
Shares, Likes & Comments
References
Blog Mentions
News Mentions
Q&A Site Mentions
Comments

# without
values
1,884
2,053
2,135
2,186
2,187
2,202
2,210

%
without
values
85.1%
92.7%
96.4%
98.7%
98.7%
99.4%
99.8%

Results
Correlations between online uptake and academic uptake
One may worry that altmetrics simply track academic uptake, as they may just reflect researchers
using social media and other online channels to communicate with other researchers. We therefore
tested the divergence between academic uptake and online uptake. The former was measured by
traditional citation metrics (from PlumX, see Online resources E), and the latter by the PlumX Mention
and Social media metrics. Given that the aggregated values of each metrics category are generated
from different numbers of indicators and so are not directly comparable, we applied Spearman's rank
correlation coefficient to assess the relationship among the three metrics through the paper rank
instead of absolute values. Table 2 shows that the correlations among the three metrics are significant
but rather weak. Although papers which were cited more often do correlate with being mentioned
online more often, the low level of correlation indicates that the two online metrics reveal a different
kind of uptake than citations. This result is in line with previous research on the correlation between
citation and altmetric indicators (e.g., Costas et al. 2015; Zahedi et al. 2014). In addition, the Mention
and Social Media metrics have a higher level of correlation between each other, showing the closeness
between them compared to citations but still suggesting the independence of both these online
metrics.
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Table 3:Spearman's correlation coefficient among three metrics

Citation

Mention

Social Media

0.1408142***

0.1252303***

Citation

-

Mention

-

-

Social Media

-

-

0.2005350***
-

***p<0.001
Online uptake
Having established that the measures of online and academic uptake are independent, we can focus
on the former and use them to investigate the uptake isolation of PoS, VT and LEMM. Most of the
seven individual indicators of the Mention and Social Media metrics have no values for over 90% of all
papers in the sample (see Table 1). Thus, we aggregated the indicators per category instead of
analyzing individual indicators, and limited the analysis to those papers with values for at least one
indicator in both the Mention and Social Media category. Table 3 shows how often papers in PoS, VT
and LEMM appear on social media or are mentioned in online outlets such as blogs and news articles.
It is clear that papers from LEMM tend to have lower online visibility than those from PoS and VT, in
line with our hypothesis.
One might worry that these results are unreliable due to the high sparseness of the data. That is, it
might be that the papers without data in each category swamp the high impact that some papers
might have. If this effect differs between LEMM, PoS and VT, it could bias the results. We therefore
also calculated the average values of the Social Media and Mentions metrics for all the papers and for
the papers that scored on at least one metric from each of these categories (call these ‘impactful
papers’).9 Figure 1 presents the differences between the mean values of all the papers in a field and
just the impactful papers in the field for Mentions and Social Media. These differences show that there
is indeed a strongly uneven distribution of online impact among philosophy papers. Because fewer
papers were ever, and less frequently, mentioned in online outlets like blogs than on Twitter and
Facebook, this difference is particularly strong for the Mentions category. Importantly, however, the
results for these impactful papers are in line of the results for all papers: the papers in LEMM have
lower online uptake, and hence are more isolated, than those in PoS and VT.

9

The detailed values of each topic and kind of philosophy for the two groups of papers are listed in the
supplementary materials (Online Resources D).
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Table 4:All papers and papers with values for at least one metric in the three kinds of philosophy (2000-2017)

All papers
Count
PoS

747

VT

847

LEMM

775

Papers with a value for at Papers with a value for at least
least one Mention metric
one Social Media metric
% in all papers
% in all papers
Count
Count
of the category
of the category
8.6%
22.0%
64
164
7.6%
19.8%
64
168
5

0.6%

70

9.0%

Figure 1:The average values of aggregated Mention and Social Media metrics (2000-2017)

3.3.

Conclusions empirical tests

In section 2, we defined public relevance in terms of what would be chosen by an ideal democratic
process. One might object that the measurements of isolation we introduced in this section clearly fall
short of fully capturing this notion. However, this is inevitable for any measure of something as
complex as public relevance and does not imply that the results are meaningless. Still, there are a
number of limitations that are worth emphasizing.
First, the documents we used for the test have important limitations. Test 1 relied only on abstracts
and was limited to 328 papers. In addition, neither of the two tests considered philosophical books,
which may play an important role in outreach. Second, the review criteria for test 1 are inevitably
vague and leave some room for interpretation. We tried to control for this by using many raters
(seven), and by selecting only raters with philosophical expertise such that they understand the
abstracts and do not rate them as 'isolated' simply because they are highly specialized. Finally, test 2
relies on altmetric measures, which capture only a small part of the societal impact of academic
research (Bornmann 2013; Pedersen et al. 2020; Reale et al. 2018). In particular, lay people influenced
by philosophical ideas are unlikely to cite the paper when they discuss the ideas from that paper on
11

social media or other outlets. While these limitations do not mean that the test results are
meaningless, it is clear that they should be taken with caution.
Despite these limitations, we conclude that at least for these samples and measures both hypotheses
are confirmed. First, the results of test 1 clearly suggest that the topics of much academic philosophy
are content isolated from a non-academic public. This is confirmed by the sparseness of data in test
2, although these results are to be taken with care (see Bornmann 2014; Konkiel 2016). Hence, despite
the sparseness of the altmetric data – between 85% and 99% of all papers had no values for the various
indicators – we urge caution in interpreting the results of test 2 as definitive signs that all of philosophy
is highly isolated. It should be noted, though, that this problem does not affect the comparison
between PoS, LEMM and VT, as we have no reason to assume that these limitations affect them
differently.
Second, test 2 (uptake isolation) confirms the hypothesis that LEMM is more isolated than PoS and
VT, with VT emerging as the least isolated kind of philosophy. Test 1 (content isolation) suggests that
VT is clearly less content isolated than PoS and LEMM, but revealed no difference between PoS and
LEMM. Thus, PoS and LEMM differed strongly in uptake isolation, but not in content isolation. This
suggests that the two aspects of societal isolation are at least partially independent. It also suggests
that disciplinary differences may play a role in uptake isolation. Papers in PoS are far more often
published in science journals, and written by scientists, than papers in VT and LEMM (Chi and Conix
2021). If it is more common to communicate about one’s research on social media and other online
media in science than in philosophy, this would be reflected in uptake isolation but not in content
isolation.

4. The incentive structure of philosophy
The empirical tests in the previous section suggest that philosophy is generally rather isolated, both
with respect to its content and its uptake, from a broad non-academic audience.10 Previous research
shows that at least some parts of philosophy (in particular LEMM) are also highly isolated from other
academic fields (Chi and Conix 2021). Taking these together, it seems that the worries about the public
relevance of philosophy mentioned at the beginning of the paper should be taken seriously: at least
some substantial part of philosophy is rather isolated. Assuming that highly isolated philosophical
research would likely not be allocated state funding based on an idealized democratic process, this is
a problem. To resolve this problem, it is important to understand its causes: why is a lot of
philosophical research isolated from the public?
Various studies show that publicly relevant research is typically done by researchers who are
intrinsically motivated to do so (Holland 2016; Jaeger and Thornton 2006; O’Meara 2003, 2008).
However, there seems to be no lack of intrinsic motivation among philosophers, as survey research in
a variety of subfields shows that philosophers are keen on doing publicly relevant research (Plaisance
10

While altmetrics in other disciplines generally seem to have fewer papers without any data connected to it
(and so by this test are less isolated, see e.g. Zahedi 2014), we are not making this claim, and the other claims
in this paper, in a comparative sense. We think that it is a problem that philosophy is isolated, regardless of
whether there are other disciplines with the same problem.
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et al. 2019; Tiberius 2017). This suggests that other motivating factors trump philosophers' intrinsic
motivation to do more publicly relevant work. This section focuses on extrinsic motivation and surveys
the four main pillars of the incentive structure of academic philosophy: Review, promotion and tenure
criteria (4.1); Publication and review practices (4.2); Research funding practices (4.3); and Academic
awards (4.4). Based on this overview, we argue that the incentive structure of academic philosophy
incentivizes philosophers to do research that is not publicly relevant. In the next sections (5 and 6), we
will then list various ways of making philosophy more publicly relevant.

4.1 Review, promotion and tenure criteria
The most formalized aspects of the reward structure of philosophy are the criteria for review,
promotion, and tenure (RPT) that philosophy departments operate with. To date, there have been
two studies that focus specifically on the RPT criteria used in philosophy departments. In the first,
surveyed philosophy departments generally responded that with regards to tenure decisions,
‘Interdisciplinary Experience,’ ‘Publishing in Non-Phil. Journals,’ and ‘Applied Research,’ are
considered but not important (Hrotic 2013). In the second, a vast majority of surveyed philosophy
departments indicated that ‘making the humanities accessible to the public’ was either only marginally
important or unimportant in tenure decisions (White et al. 2014). Other studies scrutinize RPT criteria
more generally (Alperin et al. 2019; Schimanski and Alperin 2018). This research too shows that the
most important method of evaluating scholarly output is one’s publication record, the quality of which
is determined mainly by the prestige of the publication venues and impact factors that measure use
within a scholarly domain (Acker and Webber 2016; Green and Baskind 2007; Macfarlane 2007).
There is typically no independent condition for faculty to produce research output that is publicly
relevant (Alperin et al. 2019). Many RPT documents do require public engagement as well and mention
the value of disseminating one’s work beyond the walls of academia. Yet these guidelines tend to be
defined less formally and so are harder to evaluate than those spelling out the required research
output (Darling et al. 2013; Piwowar 2013). One study that analyzes the significance of the public
dimension of faculty work based on 864 RPT documents, concludes that these documents “signal that
faculty should focus on uptake within their specific academic fields” and that since “faculty careers
are more closely scrutinized through metrics that seek to reflect research use and value within
academia […], the ability for faculty to dedicate time and energy into activities that more directly serve
the public good are not incentivized” (Alperin et al. 2019, p. 17).
That career success is largely determined by scholarly outputs that are relevant for one’s peers is also
reflected in the type of metrics that are predictive of success on the academic job market. One study,
for example, considered 25,604 individual scientists in PubMed, only 6.2% of which eventually made
it to Principal Investigator (van Dijk et al. 2014). This variation in success was largely predictable by
publication record, using metrics like numbers of first authored papers, impact factors of the journals,
and citation numbers (ibid.). Although this research is correlational and not causal, it is indicative of
the type of scholarly output that is primarily rewarded. There is in our opinion no reason to think
philosophy is different in this regard than other academic fields. While philosophers can often be
heard saying that they value relevance and communication outside one's research community, it is
unclear whether they also reward it when they evaluate other philosophers. Survey research found
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relatively low support for the claim that publications in non-philosophy journals should be given equal
weight in RPT decisions (Tiberius 2017). In line with this, many philosophers of science indicated in
another survey that the discipline of philosophy of science does not reward disseminating one's work
outside of philosophy (Plaisance et al. 2019).
As RPT criteria mostly incentivize publishing in journals, they likely contribute to philosophy's isolation
and hence lack of public relevance. They most obviously increase uptake isolation, as top journals in
philosophy are primarily aimed at philosophers, and non-philosophical publication venues are
disincentivized. To the extent that these top journals also incentivize research that is content-isolated
(see below), RPT criteria also encourage research on topics that are not publicly relevant.

4.2 Publication practices and review
The weight of journal publications in RPT criteria highlights the crucial role journal publications play in
academic success and suggests they lie at the core of the incentive structure of philosophy. Journals
are particularly important because they directly control the dissemination of research. Depending on
the audience they target, they could make philosophy more uptake isolated (if they aim at
philosophers), or less uptake isolated (if they aim at a broad audience). Given the specialized nature
of academic journals, however, their influence is more likely to affect content isolation: By selecting
manuscripts on the basis of the public relevance of the topic, they can determine the content isolation
of philosophy. This could work both directly and indirectly. If the editorial preferences of philosophy
journals were to select for publicly relevant research, then typical RPT criteria would thereby reward
this type of research output indirectly. This way, editorial practices could incentivize philosophical
research that is not content isolated.
However, given that relatively few of the papers from the journals we scored are explicit about the
public relevance of the presented research in the abstract (see section 3.1), it appears that top journals
in philosophy do not incentivize publicly relevant research. Of course, philosophical research could be
publicly relevant without this being clear from the abstract of the paper, which we used to determine
the relevance of the paper as such. However, assuming that researchers include their most important
contributions in the abstract of their paper, it is telling that so few were rated as not content isolated.
This suggests that philosophers consider the acceptance of their paper to depend on its relevance for
the academic field, as judged by their peers, rather than on its relevance for non-philosophers. As an
exception, we should mention here that there are several journals whose explicit goal is to publish
publicly relevant philosophy.11 These are, however, a clear minority.
That authors of papers in academic philosophy expect the acceptance of their paper to depend on the
paper's relevance for their peers is probably justified, given the nature of peer review. Yet to
determine whether this is really the case, we also surveyed the scope, aims and reviewer instructions
of 57 major philosophical journals (see Online resources, G for a list of the journals) to see if they take
public relevance into account when considering papers for publication. More precisely, we collected
publicly available information on the scope and aims of the journal on the journals' websites, and
11

For example, the Public Philosophy Journal, the Journal of Applied Philosophy, Philosophy & Public Affairs,
and the Journal of Public Philosophy.
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contacted the editors or editorial assistants (with one follow-up email) to ask for the instructions that
are given to reviewers, and for the list of criteria they ask editors to take into account when evaluating
manuscripts.
Of the 56 journals we contacted, 39 responded. Few of these journals (8/39) provide reviewers or
editors with one or more explicit criteria. Only one of these included public relevance among the
criteria, namely (and not surprisingly), Journal of Applied Philosophy. Instead, criteria like clarity, rigor,
size of contribution, argumentative strength and connection to existing literature and debates were
far more common. Considering the journals' aims and scopes, only 10 journals included statements
that could be interpreted as aiming to avoid uptake isolation (7/56) or content isolation (8/56). This
means that about 90% of all journals we surveyed are content-isolated and uptake-isolated as judged
from their aims and scope.
The study of the aims, scope and review criteria of 56 of philosophy's top journals shows that publicly
relevant philosophy is definitely not incentivized by these journals. Instead, these journals mostly
incentivize research that is rigorous, clear, builds on existing literature and makes a substantial
contribution to existing debates.
Other ways in which review and publication practices may affect the public relevance of philosophy
are harder to test. We do not take them into account in our evaluation but mention them here as
future lines of research. One of these concerns the combination of peer review practices and the low
acceptance rates of philosophy journals. Given these low acceptance rates, reviewers and editors may
be highly critical and tend to look for reasons to reject papers. This encourages authors to write safe
papers that make rather small points and do not diverge too much from the style of other papers that
get published. If writing publicly relevant philosophy is not the dominant style, this would discourage
authors to try and change that. Similarly, if it is easier to find argumentative weaknesses in practically
oriented papers than in highly abstract, technical papers – for example, because of the complexities
of practical problems – then low acceptance rates discourage writing practically oriented papers.
Dennett (2006, p. 40) discusses a similar mechanism in the Chmess-paper we cited above:
“[Y]ou see that somebody eminent has asserted something untenable or dubious in print;
Professor Goofmaker’s clever but flawed piece is a sitting duck, just the right target for an eyecatching debut publication. Go for it. You weigh in, along with a dozen others, and now you
must watch your step, because by the time you’ve all cited each other and responded to the
responses, you’re a budding expert on How to Deal with How to Deal with Responses to
Goofmaker’s minor overstatement.”
Most professional philosophers are familiar with the cottage industries of papers that Dennett refers
to here. It is unclear how and if publication practices contribute to this; perhaps reviewers are more
likely to give positive reviews if the paper deals with a subject they also work on, or perhaps it is
because journals encourage contributions that build on existing work in the field.
Even if we disregard these mechanisms, it seems clear that publication practices disincentivize publicly
relevant work. They increase uptake isolation because they target mostly academic audiences. More
importantly, they also seem to increase content isolation through their aims, scope, and criteria for
review. Their effect is then reinforced by RPT criteria, which strongly value journal publications.
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4.3 Research funding
Philosophical research typically requires grants to pay junior staff, travel costs and research materials.
In addition, successful grant applications often play a role in RPT criteria. Hence, methods for
distributing research funding constitute another important part of the incentive structure of
philosophy. Unlike the journals just considered, these funding mechanisms do seem to encourage
publicly relevant philosophy. In the first place, these funding mechanisms target content isolation. A
rapidly increasing number of funding bodies now includes 'societal impact' as one of its evaluation
criteria (Holbrook & Frodeman 2011; Langfeldt & Scordato 2016). However, there is no clear empirical
evidence that this is an effective strategy. Indeed, some scholars argue that the vagueness of this
notion as well as the difficulty of evaluating it are likely to make review unreliable (e.g., Rip 2000). It
may also be that applicants promise to do publicly relevant work but do not follow up on this if the
grants are successful. The results of study 1 (content isolation) are at least consistent with the cynical
view that philosophers advertise their prospective work as being of public relevance despite the fact
that their published journal articles are not.
In addition, and despite the efforts of funding bodies to increase societal impact, it may well be that
current methods of distributing funding in philosophy even discourage public relevance. This is
because peer review of grant proposals tends to be conservative (i.e., discouraging innovation)
(Heinze 2008; Gillies 2014). Because it seems currently relatively uncommon to pursue strong societal
impact in philosophy, the use of peer review may discourage philosophers to apply with innovative
projects with high societal impact. Such suppression of societally relevant work by other, dominant
paradigms in philosophy may even have already occurred through the policies of the National Science
Foundation's 'history and philosophy of science' program in the 1950s and 1960s (Vaesen and Katzav
2019).
Funding mechanisms also incentivize communication with a broad audience, thus decreasing uptake
isolation. For example, many grant schemes require applicants to provide a plan of how they will
communicate the results of their research to a broader community. Funding bodies are also likely to
be an effective driving force behind recent changes in dissemination practices in academia, often
requiring the published research to be open access. Perhaps as a result of this, work in the humanities
is published in some form of open access increasingly often (Piwowar et al. 2018). This means that
scholarly work from the humanities is now more than ever openly accessible to lay people. At the
same time, however, Alperin et al. (2019) report that open access publishing remains low on the
priority lists of faculty because traditional publishing is better for one’s career (see also Gaines 2015).
Hence whereas funding agencies incentivize open access publishing, expectations about the
(un)importance of this in RPT procedures at the same time disincentivize it (Niles et al. 2020).

4.4 Academic awards
A final factor that might incentivize philosophers to do publicly relevant work are academic rewards,
some of which are very prestigious and carry a considerable cash prize. Of the biggest of such prizes,
many explicitly aim to award philosophical work that deals with publicly relevant topics. The
Berggruen Prize for Philosophy and Culture, for instance, awards a $1 million dollar prize 'for major
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achievements in advancing ideas that shape the world' (See also Kyoto Prize in Thought and Ethics and
Meister Eckhart Prize and Online Resource H for a list of important awards in philosophy). Yet despite
the prestige and considerable prize money associated with these awards, we expect that they have
little impact in actually incentivizing publicly relevant philosophy. Since any one philosopher has such
a small chance of winning one of these prizes, we expect that professional philosophers for the most
part adjust their activities and resources in response to the reward system associated with RPT criteria,
publication practices, and funding mechanisms.

4.5 Incentive structure: conclusion
Of the components of the incentive structure listed here, only some aspects of securing research
funding and academic awards plausibly encourage philosophers to do publicly relevant research. RPT
criteria and publication practices, on the other hand, clearly encourage philosophers to do research
primarily aimed at other philosophers. Assuming the weight of RPT criteria and journal publications
to be far stronger than that of awards and even funding, this suggests that the incentive structure of
philosophy is likely an important driver behind work in philosophy that is not publicly relevant.
Let us, before we continue, take stock of the paper so far. Over the previous sections, we have
provided empirical support for the popular claim that philosophical research is often not publicly
relevant (i.e., isolated), and that this is undesirable because philosophy is largely publicly funded. We
have argued that the incentive structure of philosophy is likely to be a main cause of this problem. In
the remainder of this paper, we propose a range of solutions for this problem. For these solutions, we
start from two general principles suggested by the previous sections.
First, because LEMM tends to be more isolated than PoS and VT, one way of making philosophy more
publicly relevant is to shift philosophical effort from LEMM to work in PoS and VT. Note that we do
not mean to argue that LEMM should be replaced by PoS and VT. Rather, we argue that the balance
is off and should be shifted: while currently LEMM dominates PoS and VT, we should move to a
distribution of research effort where research in PoS and VT outnumbers foundational work in LEMM.
Such foundational work may well be necessary to enable good PoS and VT, and without it the latter
could be reduced to mere commentary on social issues without any particular expertise.12 However,
LEMM should not dominate PoS and VT if we want philosophy to be publicly relevant. The solutions
we propose below are thus meant to change the relative proportion of applied and fundamental work,
not to entirely abolish the latter.
Second, solutions to the problem of isolation in philosophy should try to change the incentive
structure of philosophy. This should not be taken to mean that individual-level changes are not
important. There is a strong movement in philosophy towards publicly engaged work and we think
that such individual-level changes are a crucial part of the solution (Nguyen 2019). However, we argue
that they should be complemented by direct changes in the incentive structure as well. We discuss
individual-level changes in section 5 and incentive-level changes in section 6.
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5 Solutions I: Individual changes
We are, of course, not the first to make suggestions about how philosophy can be made more publicly
relevant. There is an old and rapidly growing movement in philosophy trying to bring it closer to the
world out there, and philosophers keen to have impact can build on a wide range of existing initiatives
and approaches. Under the guise of different names such as ‘public philosophy,’ 'field philosophy,’
'(socially) engaged philosophy of science' and 'socially responsible philosophy of science,' philosophers
are increasingly trying to have direct impact with their work (see, among many others, Brister &
Frodeman 2020; Cartieri & Potochnik 2014; Fehr & Plaisance 2010; Frodeman & Briggle 2016;
Frodeman 2017; Plaisance & Elliott 2020). This has resulted in various organizations devoted to this
aim, as well as a range of strategies, guidelines and interesting case-studies that can help philosophers
hoping to have impact with their work (Hicks & Holbrook 2020; Nguyen 2019).
Barring a few exceptions (which we discuss in section 6), all solutions proposed by these papers and
initiatives are ways in which individual philosophers can change their behaviour to do more relevant
work or enable others to do more relevant work. One common suggestion is to improve the
recognition of publicly relevant philosophy, for example with designated awards or simply by
advocating its importance in public (Burroughs 2020; Plaisance et al. 2019; Tiberius 2017). Another
common suggestion is to implement publicly relevant philosophy into undergraduate teaching, or
organize designated workshops or courses to teach graduate students and faculty how to do publicly
relevant philosophy (O’Meara & Jaeger 2006; Plaisance et al. 2020; Tiberius 2017). There are now
ample case-studies, practical suggestions and even general frameworks available that can serve as
starting points for such courses or philosophers trying to change their work (see in particular Plaisance
& Elliott 2020). In addition, philosophers wanting to do publicly relevant work can try to collaborate
with one of the many societies and initiatives that already exist, and the Public Philosophy Network
even offers a mentoring service for university faculty who want to implement their publicly relevant
work in their promotion or tenure files.13
Unfortunately, however, there is very little empirical research that tells us which of these strategies is
most effective. From the little empirical research that exists, at least one clear lesson emerges:
impactful work typically requires direct involvement of stakeholders and end-users throughout the
research project. Thus, rather than simply communicating research findings to non-academic
audiences (or researchers from different disciplines), they should be part of the knowledge generation
and design of the research (Aiello et al. 2020). Similarly, a qualitative study by Plaisance et al. (2020)
found that direct, face-to-face interactions were the main pathway for philosophers of science to have
broader impact. These findings are interesting, as engaged scholarship very often consists in
communicating one’s findings to policymakers and a lay audience, rather than in a collaboration with
these groups (Saltmarsh et al. 2009).
In addition, Aiello et al.’s (2020) survey of high-impact research in the social sciences and humanities
shows that two other strategies are particularly effective for researchers wanting to do publicly
relevant work. First, research with substantial societal impact typically has an active and explicit
strategy for achieving it. This means that one should not simply think about disseminating one's
research to lay communities once the research is done. Rather, such dissemination, along with other
13
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forms of engagement, should be part of the research project from the start on (Plaisance & Elliott
2020). And second, impactful work in the humanities and social sciences is typically evidence-based.
One way of increasing the potential impact of one's research, then, would be to implement empirical
methods along more traditional methods like conceptual analysis (Pence & Ramsey 2018).
These individual solutions are a matter of responsibility and willingness. However, a change of culture
relying solely on intrinsic motivation is unlikely to resolve the problem of philosophy’s isolation fully.
First, turning around the discipline’s culture is likely to be very hard. Studies show that disciplines
engaged in pure research and ‘soft scholarship’ (in contrast with the hard sciences) are generally the
least likely to pursue engaged research (Doberneck & Schweitzer 2017). In addition, researchers of
color and women tend to engage more often in engaged research than white men (Antonio 2002;
Antonio et al. 2000; Baez 2000; Demb & Wade 2012; O’Meara 2003), and it seems that philosophy is
still dominated by the latter (Dotson 2013).
Second, the individual-level changes that are suggested – selecting publicly relevant topics, changing
dissemination practices, etc. – go against the current incentive structure of philosophy. Hence, many
philosophers probably cannot afford to make such changes if they want to meet tenure conditions or
bolster their publication record.14 Indeed, survey research shows that philosophers generally value
engaged research and communication with a broad audience (Plaisance et al. 2019; Tiberius 2017).
This means that they are already intrinsically motivated to pursue such research but that extrinsic
motivations are often simply stronger. This is confirmed by the fact that scholars typically choose
engagement activities that take up little time, and that they indicate that increasing engaged
scholarship’s weight in RTP criteria is the best way to encourage it (Demb & Wade 2012; Hinck &
Brandell 2000). This is what Burroughs (2020, p.3) calls ‘the problem of two lives’: juggling “both the
traditional requirements for employment and advancement in their institution [...] alongside the time
and energy-intensive work required to develop public philosophy project(s).” Because of this problem
of two lives, fulfillment of the impact-agenda is unlikely if the dominant incentive structures in
academia do not reward engaged scholarship or penalize isolated research.15 This means that making
philosophy more publicly relevant requires changing the incentive structure of philosophy.

6 Solution II: Changing the incentive structure
Large-scale individual change in behavior is only likely to occur if there is no cost to it or if it also
benefits philosophers in other ways than the mere satisfaction one gets from having societal impact.
In this section, we suggest changes to RPT criteria, funding mechanisms and publication practices that
could facilitate such large-scale individual change. These changes are harder to effect than those
discussed in section 5. This might explain why these incentive-level changes – apart from those
discussed in 6.1 – generally get little attention in the literature on publicly relevant philosophy. For
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reviewers, philosophers exert some influence on the kinds of papers that get published. Given that journals
mostly let reviewers choose which criteria to base their judgement on, they are free to take public relevance
into consideration in deciding whether a paper should be published.
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the same reason, our proposals come with a caveat: the incentive system of academia is complex and
changing it to encourage publicly relevant work might affect various other aspects of academic work.
This means that our proposals may have unwanted side-effects. We try to point to these briefly where
they are foreseeable, but it is clear that such effects are often hard to predict.
We should also note that we limit our suggestions to solutions that are relatively easy to realize. For
example, we agree with Frodeman and Briggle (2016) that one way of making philosophy more
publicly relevant would be to hire philosophers at institutions specialized in the domains that these
philosophers can be of relevance for, rather than at designated philosophy departments. However,
we do not see a realistic path towards such drastic institutional change and have therefore omitted it
from our discussion.

6.1 RPT criteria and institutional changes
One obvious way in which institutional change could facilitate publicly relevant philosophy is by hiring
researchers that do publicly relevant work. The tests in section 3 suggest that one good strategy here
is to hire more philosophers that focus on topics in PoS and VT and fewer philosophers specializing in
LEMM. Such a change in hiring practices would not only produce more publicly relevant work but
would also incentivize philosophers looking for a job to do such work.
More generally, philosophy departments could reward publicly relevant scholarship through the RTPcriteria they utilize (Burroughs 2020; Plaisance et al. 2020; Tiberius 2017). Most obvious here is
including clear and formal criteria for impact, similar to the citation and publication metrics that are
already commonly used. Another option is to include professional practice portfolios (with e.g. letters
from community members) as a requirement in tenure or promotion files (Burroughs 2018). The
downside of the former is that altmetrics, like all metrics, do not always capture what we are after,
are susceptible to gaming, and come with an administrative cost (Pedersen et al. 2020). The downside
of the latter is that such portfolios are not as clear a target as traditional metrics used for evaluation
and hence may be less effective in changing researchers’ behavior. It is therefore important to
complement any new criteria with a system to document as many forms of publicly relevant
philosophy as possible (Sandmann et al. 2008). Another way to ensure that various dimensions of
publicly relevant work are captured is to involve non-academic stakeholders in the review procedures
of tenure and promotion files (Burroughs 2020).
Institutions can also provide seed funding and incentive grants for engaged work. These are likely to
be effective because, as we indicate below, traditional peer-reviewed project funding may well
disincentivize engaged work. Hence, dedicated impact-oriented grants may lift an important barrier
to doing engaged research (Ward 1998). Indeed, researchers indicated in a survey by Demb and Wade
(2012) that new grants for engagement would be the most effective way to increase engagement
activities.
Unfortunately, empirical research on the efficacy of these measures is scarce. However, the little
research that exists suggests that these institutional changes are effective. In a large survey study by
O’Meara and colleagues (O’Meara 2005), the Chief Academic Officers of institutions who
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implemented these changes recently were significantly more likely to report an increase in publicly
relevant scholarship than their colleagues at universities that did not adopt such policies. More
precisely, they reported an increase in chances to get tenure or promotion on the basis of public
engagement, an increase in the proportion of tenure and promotion files that emphasize such
engagement, and an increase in impact of the research on the local community and state (O’Meara
2005). Interestingly, academic officers at institutions with impact-oriented policies were also more
likely to report an increase in the overall satisfaction of faculty with the reward system (O’Meara
2006).

6.2 Changing funding mechanisms
Because many philosophers rely on funding agencies to finance their research, these agencies exert
strong influence over the kinds of research that philosophers can do. Thus, one way to encourage
philosophers to have societal impact is to adapt the way these funders distribute their resources. Once
again, one effective strategy in philosophy would be to shift funding from LEMM to PoS and VT, for
example by dedicated grants. The potential efficacy of a dedicated funding campaign is illustrated by
the way the practices in the National Science Foundation's 'history and philosophy of science' program
in the 1950’s shifted funding away from value-laden approaches to philosophy (Vaesen & Katzav
2019).
In addition to dedicated calls, general changes in funding mechanisms too could incentivize publicly
relevant philosophy. Currently, a large proportion of these resources is distributed through peer
reviewed project funding, and various common strategies to incentivize impact consist in minor
changes to this method. As discussed above, many funding bodies attempt to increase public
relevance by including it in the criteria for peer review of grant proposals, but it is unclear whether
that strategy is effective. One of the main worries is that most academics have little expertise on
societal impact and so are in a bad position to evaluate it.16 One way to address this problem, is to
make peer review transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary, that is include both impact-experts and
societal stakeholders in the review process (Frodeman & Briggle 2012; Holbrook & Hrotic 2013). This
has the added benefit of making the review process more democratic. Impact is, after all, at least
partially a matter of judging what is important for society, and the inclusion of laypeople would mean
that a larger diversity of value-judgements is represented. Pre-review training could then be used to
calibrate these various reviewers and increase inter-rater reliability (Derrick & Samuel 2017). Various
funding bodies already include such non-disciplinary reviewers but no large-scale empirical research
on the efficacy of this strategy has been done so far (Frodeman & Briggle 2012).
Funding agencies can also intervene at other stages of the funding-process. For example, many
funding bodies try to encourage societal impact by putting it in the eligibility criteria and grant calls.
This can range from asking user-input in designing grant calls, to encouraged or required collaboration
with users while developing the grant or even a list of societal partners and hard requirements with
respect to collaboration with such partners (Arnott et al. 2020).
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A more radical option for change would be to replace peer review of grant proposals by alternative
funding methods, such as lotteries (Fang & Casadevall 2016) and baseline funding (Vaesen & Katzav
2017). There is a growing body of research that suggests that these methods of distributing funding
are epistemically and ethically desirable, although it is hard to predict the effect that drastic changes
would have (Guthrie et al. 2018). The point here is that these alternative methods may be more
effective choices to enable impactful philosophy as they are unlikely to be conservative and give
researchers the freedom to diverge from established standards and paradigms. Again, however, there
is no empirical research that confirms this.
While all these solutions are promising and are being implemented increasingly often, it is unclear
how effective they are given that empirical studies are lacking (Holbrook & Hrotic 2013). Hence, the
main solution here is second-order: funding bodies should use the data they have to evaluate which
strategies are best to foster societal impact and to identify potential downsides of all strategies (see
also Moher et al. 2018). As increasingly more sophisticated tools for measuring such impact are being
developed, funding bodies could launch experimental calls in order to, ultimately, fine-tune their
methods of distribution to their aim of funding research with societal impact.

6.3 Changing publication practices
Because journal publications are the main currency of prestige in philosophy, and thus play an
important role in hiring, promotion, and tenure-conditions, they provide very effective means to
intervene on the kinds of work philosophers do. That is, if journal publications require societally
impactful work, then philosophers are likely to do such work.
Because peer review is the main mechanism used for deciding which research gets published, changes
to peer review are likely to be most effective. Like for grant review, one solution could be to use nondisciplinary reviewers as a way of evaluating societal impact. This is likely to be effective because it
would discourage research that is highly isolated or aimed at a very small research community. As
many journals in philosophy of science regularly invite scientists to review philosophical papers, this
is already common practice. There is, as far as we know, only one philosophical journal that currently
uses a ‘community’ reviewer in a process of formative peer review. In this process, an academic and
community reviewer support a paper through its development and ensure that it meets the criteria of
accessibility and relevance (among others).17 Of course, even though this journal shows that
community reviews are possible, more research would be needed to investigate this strategy’s
efficacy, practical difficulties and other downsides.
An alternative to changing the reviewers would be to change the criteria for review. As we discussed
above, most journals in philosophy have no explicit list of criteria and any criteria we could find
typically did not include public relevance or related notions. An easy way to incentivize societally
relevant work, then, would be to adopt an explicit list of criteria and give enough weight to criteria
like public relevance and how broad the potential readership of a paper is. Finally, philosophy could
be made more accessible to the broader public by making publications more accessible (e.g., through
17
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Open Access). However, we are afraid that this would only be effective if there are also fewer papers
that are content isolated.

7 Conclusions
This paper has provided empirical evidence that philosophical research, and LEMM in particular, is
often isolated from the broader public and in that sense lacks public relevance. We think this is a
problem because philosophy is publicly funded. Solving this problem requires trying to change
individual behavior but more importantly also the incentive structure of philosophy. We have
proposed a range of individual-level and incentive-level changes that could be used to do this. While
we realize that many of these solutions are likely to meet strong resistance or are hard to implement,
we hope that they can serve as a starting point for further debate and can contribute to making
academic philosophy more publicly relevant.
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